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New recommenders are nominated by current recommenders, with the approval of the Managing Board of the See:

The role of recommenders is similar to that of journal editors (find reviewers, obtain peer reviews, make published by or submitted to a journal.

Becoming a recommender?

PCI is a non-profit scientific organisation managing specific communities of researchers that review and archives, and, if appropriate, are reviewed and awarded a recommendation that publicly guarantees their

Once recommended by one or several PCIs on the basis of rigorous peer reviews, preprints become valid

archives like arXiv.org or bioRxiv.org).

PCI is a recommendation system that could replace the current evaluation and editing processes of

Still not sure what PCI is?

Cost of PCI

PCI is recruiting Ambassadors to promote the PCI system at their local and regional institutions. Within the

PCI can cover all or part of the costs for Ambassadors to participate in local

opportunities

limits of our financial resources, PCI can cover all or part of the costs for Ambassadors to participate in local

The latest PCI Ambassadors' opportunities

Creating a new PCI

Based on sound and independent evaluations
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How do I create a new PCI?
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Why PCI?
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